The White House recently underwent a riot involving violence that resulted in 5 people being killed. The protesters are called "Pro-Trump" which implies that they are a politically motivated group, but is there an underlying theme?

The book Good Cop/Bad Cop gives an outline of some of the behaviors of a police militia for a city leadership that has allegedly shown signs of participating in a slave trade in that city. Some of this information is based in the way I was treated by Sgt Mark Malloy of the Troy NY Police who gave me incomplete instructions concerning the use of an air gin for self defense, completely humiliating my father and I. The Colonie Police, including Officer Murphy (possibly an alias) had guns pulled about 20 feet from my face ready to shoot me over a toy gun I had thrown in the grass when they violently approached me. Murphy, once I had surrendered to the arrest, deliberately put the cuff so tight on my drawing and gun hand that he ruined my nerve and I could not use the hand until God healed it 2.5 months later. I then did over 400 drawings for God with it in the 3 years thereafter.

Is this kind of police corruption being repeated throughout America, like it was with George Floyd, in an attempt to get a slave submission out of the low income citizen of the city for abuse by magistrates for criminal drama? Are criminal minds formed by cops using forensics in a poor man's neighborhood to rear up a slave for a magistrate to get his way in the underground? Have Americans caught on to this and considered the second amendment a the right to rebel like the Minuteman did against the King of England who wanted America a slave nation?

These are hard questions to answer, and in some cases they pose the existence of a Modern Civil War in America, that which was predicted also by the last Prophet. People in this country may be angry at its government's insensitivity to the atrocities going on with the video on the internet. Considering all of the law enforcement entities we have in the US (that our tax dollars pay for), why can't the government eliminate these horrible websites from the eyes of our children?

The Angry Mob
And the Second Amendment to the US Constitution

The Minuteman at Valley Forge Encampment. The Second amendment of the Constitution gives the people of America the right to assemble in protest against a tyrannical government and allegedly to form an organized militia against its militia when it sets out to enslave the people. Are you seeing that?

The book Good Cop/Bad Cop gives an outline of some of the behaviors of a police militia for a city leadership that has allegedly shown signs of participating in a slave trade in that city. Some of this information is based in the way I was treated by Sgt Mark Malloy of the Troy NY Police who gave me incomplete instructions concerning the use of an air gin for self defense, completely humiliating my father and I. The Colonie Police, including Officer Murphy (possibly an alias) had guns pulled about 20 feet from my face ready to shoot me over a toy gun I had thrown in the grass when they violently approached me. Murphy, once I had surrendered to the arrest, deliberately put the cuff so tight on my drawing and gun hand that he ruined my nerve and I could not use the hand until God healed it 2.5 months later. I then did over 400 drawings for God with it in the 3 years thereafter.